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that makes one glad to be in a lit train moving away from it
towards the lights of cities. As the day dies, its colour falls
from red to grey, from grey to lavender, and from lavender to
a dead alkaline white. Smoky rainstorms hang about its
edge. A scurf of desert vegetation streams by the moving
windows ; and the light fades behind a ridge of hills that
seem to owe their tortured outline to long and conscientious
study of Dor6. A slow storm climbs up the sky like a moving
darkness ; and in the little wind that runs before it the
pifions wave their lovely arms. One feels that in a little
while, when darkness falls, they will not be so lonely. For
something seems invisibly assembling in the desert. Even
the telegraph poles are almost spectral now ; and the air is
full of evil. For as the night shuts down, the desert is not
always empty.
8. Santa Clara
" Des prun&aux encore / . , .    Jamais de la vie ! "
tartarin sur les alpes.
They say that prunes are unromantic. But for me, after
that morning, they will always wear the authentic colour of
romance.
We woke on terra ftrma. It was not for once the gently
undulating deck of the west-bound Limited, whose depress-
ing bell had been my intermittent lullaby nights out of
number, The waking eye, accustomed to discouraging
encounters with its owner's coat sheeted sepulchrally and
swinging slightly on a Pullman hook, incredulously recog-
nised the ampler comforts of a fixed edifice, and closed again.
They were still there when it reopened; and it ranged in
happy recognition over a solid spaciousness unknown even to
west-bound trains. Such, perhaps, were the rare moments
of felicity snatched by the Flying Dutchman, when in port
for brief, forbidden spells* For the waking sleeper lay,
beyond all controversy, in a bed; the bed (so much was
plain without undue exertion) stood in a room ; his things
were scattered round on chairs; there were even tables;
drawn curtains hinted at windows; and, perhaps, behind

